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(<ij) URBAN PROGRAM PROPOSED SIAIEMENI
The purpose of this study is to identify the problems of Alcosa Park and propose a new
master plan for the area. This will be done though a study on the concept of densification. The
knowledge found, will be used to develop new types of housing and equipment in order to
revive and complement the studied area.
The development should take in to consideration the current economical crises that the area is
in. lt's of great need to bring quality of life and wellbeing in to this area that currently is
struggling with great recessions and social poverty. The project should also include
parameters such as Recycle-Reuse-Reduce (3R).

2 Analysis done............................................................................................ What goes after?

When collecting the data form the analysis, the place has been studied thoroughly. For most
of the parameters, the best way of collecting the data is through site visits. Once the data is
collected, we will differentiate between "good and bad", in those that could be used in
diagnosis, as opportunities for action oras detrimental to the program data. So, if we analyze
the main parameters (green areas, traffic, construction, use, parking) we draw form these the
qualities that we intend to keep in the projects. Therefore sorne features are kept intact, others
are modified and others again eliminated entirely. This second part is the one that give us the
option to intervene in a given way.

The Alcosa Park is a district that has experienced the declines in many ways. The idea of this
proposal is to solve all of these problems, or at least as many as possible, mainly though
urban intervention, but also through architectural solutions.
The following will explain the structure of the project.
1 lnception ........................................................................................................... How to start?
The first step in carrying out a proposal is to analyze the project area. In this project, we start
with sorne facts and information about the place, leaving us with the idea of where to start the
intervention.
Not only will an sociological analysis of the place be required, but also physical analysis will be
carried out. lt will be necessary to analyze various parameters that make a place work, such
as layout of the buildings, their height and their use.

3 lntervention ....................................................................................................... Step by Step
The intervention phase is the time of the Master Plan, in which we will move form the general
way into a particular one.
So far what has been done has been done in a general way, in order tose the shortcomings,
the needs and the strengths for the project area as a whole. Once at this point, with analysis's
done and knowing where, why and how it can improve the area, it is time to act in the
"particular'' way.
For this it is needed to understand which goals that need to be treated, how the intervention
will be done, and what consequences it will cause in this scale.

The previous mentioned parameters will also be used for similar analysis of the existing green
areas, though identifying the surface and use. Last but not least, there should be an analysis
of existing roads, and the communication to and form this district to other surrounding areas,
like the city of Valencia. Communication within the project area is also important, and
knowledge of the road hierarchy as well as knowledge about one-way driven streets is
needed. Traffic flow in busy areas is also of interest, as well as areas that struggle with
queuing and those who have less traffic.

The idea of intervening at this level is to design smaller parts of the project area in greater
detail. One knows that these smaller impacts will also impact the larger scale; small parts
harmonize together, to make this work over again.

Parking will also bee of interest. Questions such as where the parking is located, the current
number of spaces available, as well as the approximately needed number of spaces, will be
important to answer.

The intervention in the project area will consist of modification of sorne existing parts and
creating new urban design and architecture in other parts. This will be the final step in the
preparation of the Master Plan.
A new solution to the area will be designad and proposed, given form the analysis done in the
beginning.
The aim is to have successfully covered all existing needs and solved the shortcomings found
in the area. And not only have solved the existing, but the new proposal is expected to
accommodate no more conflicts or problems, that can be solved by an urban and architectural
solution.

Besides these named parameters, which are the most important and generally will help to
begin defining a proposal, sociological factors mentioned above will also be of importance.
The needs of the residents in this area will highlight the shortcomings of the place.

4 Presentation ........................................................................................................... Final Goal
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PRESENTATION OF THE PROJECT AREA

The project area is locatad in ltle South Huerta region of Spain,in ltle
munlclpallty of Atfafar,part of the Valen clan Communlty.
Alfafar is a town of about 10 km 2 • The cit.y mainly consista of flat. fertile
agñcollure land, wflere rice production is predominant, dueto irñgation.
The bullt up urtlan space occuples approxlmately 13% of ltle totalland
area, leaving mucll of ltle remaining land to be a part of !he Albufera
Natural Park.
In !he municipality of Alfafar is located, including the capital city, ltle
hamlet of El Tremolar, east ofltle term.
In tum, Alfafar core ls dMded lnto two dlfferent areas: the oldest part of
Alfafar is located near ltle railway line. The Neighbomood Ortla or •El
parque de Ak:osa" ( Aleosa Park), ls located aoulhwest ot !he term,
physically wedged between Bsnetúser terms and Masanasa and urban
conurbalion wilh their old towns so muen narrower than !he histDñc ocre
Altafar.
Agricultura, nevar IDo developed, has be en drastlcally reduced In reoent
decadea. Currenlly occupied only 2% of !he population in 2003, and
devoted solely tD rtce cultlvatlon (751 ha) and cltrus (31 ha).
The sector of industry and oonstruction, occupied 43.5% of ltle wodóng
populatlon In 2003. The lnduslllal sec:tDr ls predomlnant In !he tumlture
industry, wflich over time has evolved from ltle woodwork, to become
!ha maln souroa of Income for the town and muen of the enllre reglon of
Soulh Huerta. Alfafar, along with other towna in !he region,as Sedavr
and Benetl)ser are the ploneers In !he deslgn, manufaciiJre and
marketing of tumiture of all atytee. They aJso focua, though much less
economlc I!J1)011ance of feedlng branches, metal products, non-metal!le
mineral products, machlnary and chemlstry.
The servloe sector ls !he maln eoonomlc englne, wtth 54.4% of !he
e~yed. Commercial activit.y is centered mainly in the viclnity of !he
V-31 (one of !he most important traffic routes that ~ the cit.y of
Valencia), slnoe In 1976 !llera was lnstalled a hypermarket of almoat
21,000 m2 , wflicllled to !he later occurrence and concentration of other
buainesses, aleo in !he neighboting town Sedavl.

Alfafar

Here is prt~SBntsd sorne data information about " El parque d8 Alcolla":
-CURRENT POPULATION: 10.112 people
- Spanlsh populatlon: 8.090people
·DENSITY: 68 housing 1Ha ( 10.000m~

Escudo

·WORKERS: 6.977 people
-UNEMPLOYED: 3.135 peopla
-HOUSING: 1.700
.Property: 1.503
..Onsale:43
-Forrent 197
-DENSITY OF POPULATION: 40.44$ people/ km •
·UNEMPLOYMENT RATE: 31%
-UNEDUCATED POPULATION: 19%
·IMMIGRANT POPULATION: 20%
·POPULATION SERVICE SECTOR: 58%

·AREA: 161.103 m•
-Footprfnt 39.60%
-Parking: 7.10%
·Traffic: 14.50%
-Pedestrlan Landscaplng: 38.60%
·Free surfaoe: 60.40%

rrs a vetry punlahed and marglnallzed dlstrlct. lt la a donnltory euburb located 8 km south
After presenting !he Municipality of Alfafar, we fccus now on one of !he
nelghbomoods lhat oompose lt, 1s !he nelghbomood of Ortla, aJso
known "Parque da Aloosa".
In ltlis district is wflere !he master plan is foa.~sed, due to ils
charactsrlstlcs and needs.

of !he city of Valencia. lt is formed from waves of immigrants ooming fmm Andalusia,
Csstlla and Extremadum leavlng the countryskla. Afiar overoomlng many of !he
shortcominga that characterized these neighborhoods.
The Alcosa park has dlsturtllng soctologlcal lndlcatDrs: unemployrnent ratas ranglng
between 30 and 40%, over 70% of !he populalion below !he poverty line, and the first
posltlon of !he reglon (I'Horta) In people servad bolh In mental health centers for drug
addlcts. Tha same appllea to truancy and llllteracy retes.

@

@ eRESENTATION OF THE PROJECT AREA
Presentation describing the place by sorne images:

Pie 4. lmage of "Iglesia Virgen del Dolor". Main church in the town.

Pie 5. Town square perspective

Pie 8. View ofthe transept ofthe ehurch

Pie 9. Town hall and centralsquare

Pie 12. View from a random street in the town

Pie 13. View from a random street in the town

Pie 6. View from a random street in the town

Pie 1. View from a random street in the town

Pie 1O. View from a random street in the town

Pie 11. View from a random street in the town

Pie 14. View from a random street in the town

Pie 15. View from a random street in the town
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Pic.16 shows the different
ways of transport: car or bus,
and the duration of the course.
lt is shown the communication
between:
Alfafar - Valencia City Center
Alfafar - Valencia's Habour
and Alfafar- Albufera.
Even though the course by
bus takes longer than car, it
exists in every way, giving the
possibility to use public
transport.

Bus: 6 min
On foot: 13 min

Pie 16. Connectlon between the pro]ect orea
and Valencia & Valencia Harbour

Plc.17 Connectlon between the pro]ect area and Alfajor& Nelghbour Towns

Pictures 17-18 are focused now in the project area, more than the
municipality in general, Alfafar.
Pic.17 one shows the closeness between el Parque de Alcosa and
different areas surround:
Parque de Alcosa - Alfafar ( town center)
Parque de Alcosa - Commercial Area
Parque de Alcosa - Benetusser.
In all of them are shown the distance between them and the time it
takes to go from one place to the other, depending on which way of
transport you use.
In this scale is now included the course on foot, as the distances are
much shorter.
The picture below (pic.18) shows now the bus route among the project
area and the district surrounding it. Also the neamess of the train station
and where the train stop is. ( the distance and time is masked as well)
In different colours it is possible to locate the public equipments and the
educational buildings.

Píe. 18 Connectíon inside the project area.Main seT'IIices.

~NALYSIS OF THE " PARQUE DE ALGOSA"

Pic.19 shows in a closer scale the main roads of the area. The different access
coming from the neighbour towns, or from Valencia City.
lt is also marked the bus course, which has two bus stops. The idea is to keep this
route but also making the bus coming through the district, as the changes
proposed allow the bus to drive through it.
The train way is also shown, so in this scale it is appreciated it is not so far from
the district.
Pic.19 Main rautes inside the praject area: train, bus & car.
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Pic.20 show the different typologies and their access. Due to this, it is
known now where the pedestrian circulation could be, the hierarchy of
the roads and the way it is wanted to redirect it.
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Pic.20 Edification at the project orea. Different typologies and access to them
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tÍÓlANALYSIS QF THE " PARQUE DE ALCQSA"

Here it is shown the first hand-drawing analysis done in the project area.

•••
•••
•••
•••

Traffic

Opportunity areas

The way and direction of the traffic
is marked to show how the
movement works.
lt is
clearly
contemplated
a
rectangular structured net, where the
traffic encircles easily the building's
net.
Also due to the parallel and
perpendicular
structure
of the
buildings, the traffic acquires a
simple scheme, prepared to be
transformed and adapted to new
changes.

The fact of marking these spaces is
to present the areas we can
intervene on.
These areas are different typology:
sorne of them don't need to be
opened spaces, they could just be
old and restoring buildings.
In this case, this project is full of big
areas, which are not well exploited
even used.
They take much of the surface at the
periphery of the district, just being
used as parking lots not structured.

Public buildings

This space must be exploited for
many reasons: is within the limits of
our project and presents big surface
to be used in many different ways.

The purpose of marking these
buildings is to know how many there
are and where they are situated.
Then, we can see in this project
there are no so many public
buildings:
-lnfant & Primary School
-Recreational & Public Society
-KinderGarten
lt is simply needed to preserve these
public buildings, as they are
understood as buildings for the
needs of the residents, or the society
in general.
In addition, it would be interesting to
give them more importance, to lead
people to them, or even to
complement them with new ones.

Traffic
Public Buildings
Opportunity areas
Existing green areas

Existing green areas
They are marked to show a very
important part of the project.
Even though there are green areas
all over the district, here it is just
marked wide spaces which have
leafy areas.
Both green parts will be kept as
different cores of the area, and they
will mean the starting point of the
proposal.
lt is not expected any change on
them, but to integrate the rest of the
new ones according to them.
Pic.21 Hand- drawing analysis
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~NALYSIS OF THE " PARQUE DE ALCOSA"
S.W.O.T

Strenght
-Traffic net readble : easy structure, parallel and perpendicular
-same building structure: almost every building follows the
same dimensions, orientation and intem & extem structure.
Even more, except the tower on the northeast, the rest of the
buildings folloe the same heigh.
-Considerable area to act: dueto the huge wasted and disable
areas, there are presentad many m 2 to act on.
-Opportunities for green & opened areas: for the same reason
than befare, big opened spaces will offer space for any proposal
to be done.
-lntem courtyards: these semi-private areas are dedicated to
the residents of the adjacent buildings, offering them a private
space into the public one.

Opportunities
-Huge area free to act: dueto the big dimensions.
-some green & opened spaces:this is also one of the starting
points for the proposal. lt is necessary in any project the
existence of these green areas. They will connect different parts
of the project as well as offer third places for the residents of the
district, and the society in general.
-Wide traffic net-easy redesign: in case new traffic structure is
proposed, the simple existing one will allow easily changes.
-Wide rang of society needs: it is demanded different needs by
different kind of population:different country, different ages,
different interests. lt is important to try the best and salve each of
them.

Weakness
-Massive parking areas ( messy ): there are many big, opened
spaces just dedicated to parking lots. These are not structured at
all, so the aesthetics given are not the best at all.
-lnappropriate aesthetic ( Buildings ): the externa! image
formed by the facades of the buildings, does not representa
well maintained and preservad aesthetics.
-Not equipments at all: there is a huge lack of equipments in
this area. There is need of service buildings dedicated to the
residents of the district.
-Existing equipments ( old ): the ones that exist need a reform
or rehabilitation, for a proper self-image andas a overall.
-Lots of urban green areas: even though it is necessary and
satisfactory the existen ce of this, it is requested more leafy areas.

Threatens
- Non-integration of new parts: the idea of an intervention
proposal in an existing place, presents always a threatens
attending to the inclusion of the new parts proposed.
lt is necessary to give them the same pattem as the rest of the
district is using, so it would fit in itas any other.
- Close & excluded future areas: related to the previous
exposure, the intention of the new proposed areas is to create
them as similar architecturally as possible.
lt does not mean the same materiality, shape, or heigh, but there
are always connectors, something common that shows you are ·
in the same area.
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IDEAS TO DEVELOP
Two cores will be the starting point of the proposai.Each one has different character, with
different activities to offer.These cores will be connected to the Mediterranean Avenue,
which is the other important point of this proposal. The way to connect them will be by two
different ways, each one from each core.The way used to unify both parts, will be the
existing courtyards situated between the buildings.

Pic.22 Hand- drawing propasa/

lt is necessary to create the same pattern all over the area, to show there is a continuity within it. The existing
green areas will be kept as they are, but sorne changes will be adapted to make them better.
Apart from the cores and the green areas, the parking lots and the underground parking will be also an
important part of this project. As it is an existing problem nowadays, there must be different ways to
solve the problem but being addapted to the new structure.

@

IDEASTODEVELOP
General plan. 1 :1500 { ] ) N

-CORE1:CENTRALPLAZA
Nowadays this square is the core of
"Parque de Alcosa".
Wide, easy geometry, big dimensions and
without any element interrupmting its
visual, this area is used any time of the
day.
This easy geometry, the rectangular base
and the large area, make this area
appropriate to be designed for daily use,
continuous profit, for everyone, for all
activities at any time of the day and in any
season.

-

---

• CORE 2: PRIMARY SCHOOL & SPORT
AREA
The second core is nowadays a primary
school. The idea is to keep the use of it,
but redesign it, as the aesthetics do not
give the expected externa! image.
Apart from this change, it will be added
sorne more uses, which will create the
sports area.
With this idea 1 try to complement a space
with sorne new activities that will contribute
to the participation of activites now
forgotten.

'

/'
0
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-NEXUS BETWEEN COREANO AVENUE
The nexus designad for the connection are
the courtyards situated between the
buildings. These courtyards exist
nowadays, but the current condition, the
image and use, are not much less
adequated. Moreover sorne of them are
used as parking area which does not give
the image of public space done for the
people living there.

'

1

t

• MEDITERRANEAN AVENUE
Today is a very busy avenue two-way
divided by a pedestrian area. lt is
pretended to keep the main goal of it, but
with sorne changes to increase the third
spaces.
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~DETAILED PROPOSAL, CENlRAL PLAZA
-CORE1:CENTRALPLAZA
Nowadays this square is the core ot "Parque de Alcosa".
Wide, easy geometry, big dimensions and without any element
interrupmting its visual, this area is used any time ot the day.
This easy geometry, the rectangular base and the large area,
make this place appropriate to be designad ter daily use,
continuous protit, ter everyone, ter all activities at any time ot the
day and in any season.
The main quality it has and which is remaining, is the "open
space" that has in itselt, so all that is implantad is an element that
breaks with the geometry ot the neighborhood: a halt moon
concret element.
This "halt moon" will be seen as the square icen, but also as an
element to collect all that open space that invites you out.
Also structurally will contain a water sheet to be used in warm
periods ot the year, as a tountain and recreational element.
There are proposed different equipments, as kiosks and cates,
ter producing activities and interaction in the plaza.

Slope in steps

Traslucent

to delimit the space

cover

Existing
green area

Access to the
Kiosk - bar - cate

underground parking
"Halt moon" bench
'

Water sheet

A translucent cover with simple structure will be responsible to
indicate the greatness ot the site, and the importance ot it, as well
as producing shadow to the area.
Pie. 23-24 lmages ofa multifunctional square.
Idea ofcover based on this one.
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Plan- Central Plaza 1:500
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~ETAILED PROPOSAL, CENTRAL PLAZA
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This underground parking, together with the one proposed underground the boulevard, will try to
be a solution for the massive parking spaces seen in the district.
In this case, the sourroundings of the square were full of parking spaces, so the idea is to keep
the same number but adding sorne more.
The access to the parking is from the north of the same. For pedestrians there are two boxes,
situated 50 m far from each other, as a maximum distan ce, where you can access.
Data about the number of parking spaces:
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- 2 externa! boxes as access to the parking
-4 disable parking spaces
-120 parking spaces for cars
-22 parking spaces for motorbikes
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Pic.26 Hand drawingofthe Plaza
Pic.25 Handdrawingoftheplaza

Knowing the activities that take place in this
square, they will be kept,but leaving their activity
may also propase new ones, such as concerts or
summer cinema, very popular in this area.
As tried to show on the pic.25 , the idea is to keep
the same surface as it has nowadays, but including
sorne new changas in arder to make this area
interesting.

Due to the central location of the square, was
necessary to create new parking spaces, so this
square has an underground parking, access to it
from its surface.

Underground Parking 1:5oo{D N
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- NEXUS BETWEEN CORES ANO AVENUE

Since this area is in a rather narrow zone between
buildings, is designated as a private space for the
residents. For these courtyards it is proposed a
green area with the possibility of cultivation by the
residents, and a specific structural elements, which
material is corten steel, to be used as elements of
rest and shadow.
These elements are repeated throughout the
street, creating a sequence that connects all the
space. lt is a pedestrian zone aimed at those who
live in adjacent buildings. This will diffrence the
three situations you could find: public spaces,
which are desgined for everyone, the private ones,
or the semi-privat. These spaces would be part of
the last one, as they are created for the residents
although is an opened space available to everyone
being there.
The existing parking is solved with the creation of a
new underground parking located in the parallel
avenue.

=
=
=
=

There are sorne concepts on this intervention to
highlight:

=
=
=
=
Plan - Courtyards 1:500

-There are existing electricity sheds that break with
the aesthetics proposed. For this reason, they will
be kept as they are, but covered by corten steel
slats to unify the rest of the elements on the
courtyards.
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~DErAILED PROPOSAL, COURTYARDS
- There are proposed sorne structures to provide
light 1 shadow, depending on the interest or day time.
These elements will be constructed with the same
materiality as the cover on the main square, so it will
mean a continuity on the project.

- These open spaces are used for several activities during the year, and the idea is to keep this area opened as it is nowadays in order to continua with
the traditional activites.
One of the most famous ones that happens here, it is callad "Fallas." lt is very important to offer them the same space than before,to be able to keep
this as a tradition but why not improving it in relation to those activities.

The elements will use corten steel and metal mesh,
corten steel also relatad with the previous element
explained before. The metal mesh is used not to
interrump the sunlight as well as a proposal to
flowers awning. The residents themselves could be
even the ones creating these, so there is also a way
to involve people with the enviroment of their place.

- As it is supposed to give in this area more social activity, there are designad sorne outdoor furniture, constructed also with the same material than the
rest of the elements ( corten steel ). This furniture will be composed by large "tablas", horizontal slats, supported by a vertical simple structure
complementad by large benches done by the same materiality. lt will mean then spaces for sitting, resting, namely, third spaces in between buildings
that will make possible sorne activities as eating sorne snacks with the neighbours or friends, meeting during summer night, or simply resting outside
home.
- The courtyards presenta lineal geometry, with a prolongad visual that should not be interrumpted with any closed element. That is also why all the
outdoor furniture proposed is not closed at all, so it is kept the idea of the narrow semi-private area designad for the residents living there.
Specific activities are not desired in this space, since it is usual to have unwanted acts when space permits.
More over, the main avenue is situated parallel to this one, and is there where are expected almost all the new activities and the social interaction.
The courtyards are just a trail in between the cores and the avenue, it is not expected to adquire any importance rather than an access for the residents
living in the adjacent buildings and a semi-private area for them.
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CourtyardsSection B-B' 1:200
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@ aiBLIOGRAPHY
Pie. 1-2-3 ................................ http://www.alfafar.com/portaV
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